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Intro 

Show and Tell 

 

Maple bowls dyed with Lee Valley dyes and natural 

finish 

Bowl dyed and decorated with aluminum rods 



 

Birch Platter Inlaid with malachite 

 

Yarn bowl analin dyes with laquer first to prevent bleeding  

       



 

Cat Scratching post cherry, black walnut 

 

 

Banksia bean (Australian wood)  

   

 



 

Segmented vessel, walnut, maple, oak, aloe Segmented bowl, walnut, oak, maple, purple heart, aloe 

 

 

Bowl, apple with wipe-on poly 

  



Denim fabric layers glued, turned to round, final bowl at Menno’s summer barbeque  

  

 

Tall vase birch with laquer finish                 Live edge birch bowl, laquer finish 

 

 

 

 

Manitoba Maple, embellished, procion dye, wipe on poly finish 



“Beads of Courage” boxes, spalted maple, beeswax finish and cherry with dark ring, laquer finish  

Pens, spalted tamarind, red plastic, acacia, redwood burl, black acacia 

Figured maple box, Tung oil finish 



Items made by Jeff Hankinson and Jerry Lindberg 

Infomercials 

 The boxes need to be large. Recommended interior dimensions for turned boxes are 6” 
in diameter (5” minimum), 5” in height (4” minimum).  Recommended interior for flatwork 
boxes are: 4” x 6” x 4”. 

 Box bases should be wide enough so the box is stable and does not tip over easily.  The 
lids for the boxes should be easy for small or ill children to remove. 

 Any finials should be easy for a child to grasp and not too elaborate that they could 
break easily.  Elaborate designs that may easily break or be damaged should be 
avoided. 

 The finishing on these boxes is extremely important!  The children who receive these 
boxes are susceptible to germs, infections, or mold.  Bowls must be properly sealed. 
 Make sure that you take the time to ensure you are using a safe finishing process that 
does not contain toxic materials.  Avoid using finishes like linseed oil that take a long 
time to outgas. 

 Most woods are acceptable, but refrain from some of the exotics that are known to 
cause adverse reactions for some people. 



 Don’t paint the Courage Beads boxes.  Instead, highlight the wood with clear varnish, a 
stain, and/or burning. 

 If possible, engrave, burn or letter “Courage Beads” onto the lid or side. Many turners 
use a bead in their design.  I’m going to inquire about getting some beads for anyone 
who may wish to embellish with this. 

 It would also be nice if you could personalize your box.  Marking your name or initials, 
type(s) of wood, and date on the bottom is one way.  You may also wish to include a 
personal note of encouragement or business card inside the box. 





 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


